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Abstract 

Increasing global interdependencies are driving democratic deficits in consolidated electoral 

democracies. By themselves, elections are no longer sufficient to provide the democratic legitimacy 

necessary for democratic governance. These trends are creating opportunities for populist candidates 

claiming to represent the “will of the people.”  Thankfully, the future of representative democracy is 

not inevitably one of demagoguery and democratic decline—democratic innovations can effectively 

supplement legacy institutions of representative democracy so that they function more 

democratically. However, elected officials rarely reach for democratic innovations. While we have a 

general understanding of the causes and consequences of democratic deficits, we have not 

systemically theorized when, where, and why political elites, particularly elected ones, might adopt 

democratic innovations. In this paper, we develop a theoretical framework for clarifying how 

democratic innovations can be integrated into systems of representative democracy to address 

democratic deficits, and offer examples drawn from the Participedia database. We offer suggestions 

for capitalizing on electoral incentives that motivate politicians to enhance the democratic capacities 

of representative democracy through democratic innovation. 
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Introduction 

Growing global interconnections are putting representative democracies under strain. Global 

interdependencies simultaneously undermine states’ capacities for action, and—by creating new 

collective action problems—increase the need for states to act (Mansbridge 2018). Citizens’ feelings 

of being excluded from political and economic decisions are creating openings for populist 

candidates claiming to represent “the people” against “the elite.” Changes in mass communication 

and digital technologies are expanding possibilities for misinformation and communication enclaves, 

threatening the epistemic quality of public opinion. The result is a crisis of legitimacy, where 

elections and conventional relations of representation between elected politicians and citizens no 

longer provide the legitimacy needed for democratic governance. Politicians increasingly find 

themselves faced with political gridlock and unable to implement necessary public policies.  

Democratic innovations—such as deliberative minipublics or participatory budgeting—can 

be used to supplement electoral systems so that they function more democratically: empowering the 

inclusion of citizens in policy-making, increasing public awareness and knowledge of issues and 

stake, and—in deepening democratic legitimacy—increasing decision-makers’ capacity to act on 

behalf of constituents. However, while we have a general understanding of the causes and 

consequences of democratic deficits, we have not systemically theorized when, where, and why political 

elites, particularly elected ones, might adopt democratic innovations. Those of us in the field of democratic 

innovations tend to see these processes from the side of citizens and denizens. We often fail to ask 

the question: What’s in it for elected representatives? We often talk about declining citizen trust in 

government, but we rarely ask: What it would take—what kinds of democratic innovations—for 

elected politicians to trust the people? 

The question may seem oddly posed, as politicians in a democracy are supposed to be 

serving the people. But beyond winning elections, politicians’ direct contact with citizens and 
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denizens is usually limited to constituents who are intensely focused on an issue, or constituents 

organized by advocacy campaigns. When elected politicians do reach for processes beyond elections 

and constituent lobbying, they often aim at familiar processes such as referendums, town halls, and 

listening tours—often when they are in trouble. These kinds of processes expose politicians to 

people who are typically mobilized to show-up by anger or partisan campaigns to block 

policymaking, and who have little opportunity to become informed on the issues at stake. Usually, 

familiar processes such as referendums and town halls not only fail to address problems of 

democracy, they spectacularly backfire, as has the Brexit referendum. For these reasons, politicians 

often do not trust “the people,” particularly when publics are organized through processes that 

select from those who are angry, dogmatic, poorly informed, and—too often—drawing their 

positions and information by advocacy groups and social media. It is not surprising, then, that 

elected representatives are rarely found in the vanguard of democratic innovation.  

In this paper, we develop a theoretical framework for clarifying how democratic innovations 

can be integrated into systems of representative democracy to address democratic deficits. In the 

first section we sketch a problem-based approach to democracy, which identifies three goals political 

systems must achieve to count as democratic: empowering inclusions, enabling (deliberative) 

collective agenda and will-formation, and making collective decisions (Warren 2017, Warren & 

Beauvais 2018). We outline how growing global interconnections are driving democratic deficits in 

relation to these three democratic aims.  In the second section, we explain in general terms what we 

mean by “democratic innovations” and explain how democratic innovations can supplement 

representative democracy. In this section, we sketch the reasons why democratic innovation has 

mostly occurred outside electoral politics—in administrative governance and in civil society—and 

elaborate why elected politicians are often skeptical of public engagement processes.  
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In the third section, we elaborate how electoral incentives motivate and constrain elected 

representatives’ actions. Here we connect the systemic possibilities of democracies—to empower 

inclusions, promote deliberative opinion-formation, and enable actionable decision-making—to the 

narrower question of voting and elections. We offer examples of successful democratic innovations 

motivated by deficits in electoral democracy, taken primarily from the Participedia database. Our 

theoretical framework allows us to identify the incentives that elected politicians and legislatures 

have within electoral democracies that are specific to the question of using democratic innovations 

for addressing democratic deficits. We conclude by offering suggestions for how to capitalize on 

electoral incentives to motivate politicians to enhance the democratic capacities of representative 

democracy through democratic innovation. 

 

Democratic Systems and Deficits in a Global Era 

To organize the question of democratic deficits, we use a problem-based approach to 

democratic theory (Warren 2017, see also Beauvais and Warren 2018). To count as “democratic,” 

political systems must address three kinds of problems: empowering inclusions, supporting 

deliberative opinion-formation, and enabling collective decision-making.4 While there are many ways 

and places within democratic political systems within which these functions (and potentials for 

deficits) occur, in our present analysis we limit ourselves to electoral systems and elected bodies.5  

With respect to the first problem a political system must address in order to count as 

democratic, democratic systems must include those people entitled to voice and impact through 

 
4 We will not develop the normative theory behind these functions here, for a longer discussion see Warren (2017) or 
Beauvais and Warren (2018). 
5 There will be, of course, many variations of these kinds of problems, determined by electoral system design, 
constitutional design, divisions of power (federalism), and issue contexts—but we set these aside for now. We detail 
general kinds of democratic deficits as they are likely to appear as problems for elected politicians, and the motivations 
that follow (see Table 1 for a map). 
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distributed empowerments. Ideally, entitlements to inclusion and their related empowerments follow 

the degrees to which people are affected (or potentially affected) by collective decisions. With 

respect to electoral systems and elected bodies, the key means of empowered inclusion are elections that 

authorize and hold to account representatives of constituents. Democratic deficits, in relation to 

inclusion, appear as non-existent, weak, or corrupted principal-agent relationship between citizens 

and their representatives.  

Growing global interdependencies mean governance increasingly occurs outside of national 

legislatures—occurring occasionally in intranational legislatures such as the European Union (E.U.), 

but even more often through international or intergovernmental agencies, financial organizations 

and corporations, or international non-government organizations. People have little ability to 

influence these agencies and organizations or hold them to account. Furthermore, these 

intranational agencies and organizations can act as interest groups to pressure politicians elected to 

serve in national legislatures—which can erode the principal-agent relationship between citizens (or 

denizens) and their elected officials. Compounding these deficits of inclusion is the fact that citizens 

and denizens in an increasingly interconnected world are both affected by a wider range of issues 

and are less unable to influence issues affecting them. For instance, deforestation, droughts, or 

political crises on far-away continents may have direct consequences for the air quality, food supply, 

and flow of migrants in a person’s home country—yet any given person has little ability to influence 

the global collective action problems. 

The second basic function political systems must achieve to count as democratic is collective 

agenda-setting and will-formation. Once inclusions are achieved—that is, once those who should have 

power and voice have a seat at the table—democracies need to form this input into collective agendas 

and wills, through deliberation, negotiation, and bargaining. Collective agenda-setting and will-

formation occurs within electoral systems through party platforms as well as the multiple kinds of 
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deliberation and bargaining that occur within elected governments. Democratic deficits here often 

appear as pressing or hard issues that parties, legislative bodies, and governments fail to prioritize, 

deliberate, and formulate into agendas that reflect the interests and values of constituents. There are 

many domestic matters where elected officials fail to empower those affected by collective issues to 

form their input into collective agendas and wills through deliberation, negotiation, and bargaining. 

However, these deficits are particularly common when international crises require quick decision-

making and the coordination of a large number of global elite actors. In the case of global financial 

crises, migration and refugee crises, or environment disasters, elected politicians may feel they do 

not have the time to include citizens in deliberative will-formation, or that the complexity of global 

governance would be too much for citizens and denizens to comprehend. 

The third problem political systems must achieve to count as democratic is the need to get 

things done, to make decisions, through which “the people” are formed into collective agents capable 

of doing collective things for themselves. With regard to the key means of decision-making electoral 

systems and elected bodies, democratic deficits appear as legislative incapacities to decide and 

govern. These kinds of deficits may appear as uncertainty with legislatures of public support for 

potential decisions or legislative gridlock, either owing to factions within a governing party or 

coalition, or, in separated power systems, conflicts between branches of government. In addition, it 

is not uncommon in places with ballot initiatives for legislatures to be subject to constraints that 

produce ungovernable situations (famously, California or Brexit). The paradoxical ways in which 

increasing global interdependencies expand affectedness but limit the capacity for citizens to 

influence issues that affect them (and limit the ability for elected officials to respond to citizens’ 

demands), as well as the way global issues can disincentivize elected officials from trying to carefully 

engage citizens in (deliberative) agenda and will-formation increases the risk of legislative gridlock 

and policy impasses stemming from frustrated publics that organize to veto government decision-
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making. Furthermore, because deficits of inclusion and will-formation undermine the democratic 

legitimacy of elected decision-makers, elected politicians may increasingly feel the need to reach for 

ballot measures. As Mansbridge (2018, p. 1) points out, the fact “that the elected representatives in 

Britain decided to hold a referendum [on Brexit] itself demonstrates the widespread belief that for 

many among the public the existing system of electoral representation in Britain was not sufficiently 

legitimate to carry the weight of such a foundational decision.” It further exacerbates problems of 

ungovernability when deficits of inclusion, will-formation, and decision-making capacities 

incentivize representatives to reach for ballot measures. 

While democratic deficits differ depending upon the kinds of electoral systems as well as the 

social and political ecologies within which they operate (Norris 2011, Norris and Inglehart 2018), in 

today’s increasingly interconnected world, consolidated electoral democracies face similar structural 

pressures—an increasing demand for empowered inclusion, deliberation, and decision-making 

capacities and simultaneous constraints on the ability to meet these demands—that are eroding the 

legitimacy of representative democracies. By themselves, elections are no longer sufficient to provide 

the democratic legitimacy necessary for democratic governance. We see the evidence in flatlining 

trust in government and high levels of citizen disaffection; in policies that are viewed as illegitimate, 

often by majorities of citizens, even when enacted by elected governments; and in the decline of 

mainline brokerage parties in virtually every electoral democracy. These circumstances are creating 

openings for populist politicians who promise to directly embody “the will of the people.” However, 

the future of representative democracy is not inevitably one of demagoguery and democratic decline. 

Rather, democratic innovations can be used to supplement electoral systems so that they function 

more democratically, help restore trust, and maintain legitimacy of the elected officials. 
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Addressing Democratic Deficits Through Innovation 

The term democratic innovations is a relatively recent term, introduced into the language of 

democratic theory and practice little more than a decade ago (Saward 2003, Smith 2009), despite the 

fact that many of the practices we now count as democratic innovations have been in use for several 

decades. By democratic innovations, we will mean (a) practices and institutions that function to deepen 

or widen democracy in one or more of its dimensions (empowered inclusion, collective agenda and 

will formation, and collective decision capacities), and (b) fall outside of the older, legacy institutions 

of representative democracy, particularly electoral democracy and ballot measures. 

 Advocates for and practitioners of democratic innovations tend not to see them as 

alternatives to electoral democracy, but rather as supplements, aimed at deficits in electoral 

democracy (Lang and Warren 2012). Thus, we might think of democratic innovations as doing 

better, from a democratic perspective, what electoral democracy often does poorly. In particular, 

democratic innovations usually involve one or more of the following features: the participation of 

ordinary citizens, representation, learning and deliberation, and they tend to play an advisory (rather 

than direct decision-making) role. 

 

Participation of ordinary citizens 

Democratic innovations involve ordinary people in their processes in ways that are more 

intensive than the act of voting for a representative or ballot measure. Ordinary people can bring 

new perspectives and knowledge into political processes. They are often better connected to the 

problems, values, and insights of the people. Importantly, they are often better placed to gain the 

trust of their fellow citizens, as they are less likely to have conflicts of interest, and less likely to 

think, speak, and act strategically, as they need not seek election, nor seek funding for electoral 

campaigns, nor knit together coalitions that involve conflicting interests or values. 
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Representation 

Democratic innovations typically rely on (near or stratified) random selection to populate 

bodies, in contrast to election. The argument for random selection is that it better represents a 

relevant public, population, or constituency than those comprised through competitive elections, as 

there is a much better chance, relative to elected bodies, that the full range of interests, values, and 

perspectives within the represented population will be present in the body. Near or stratified 

random selection functions to prevent highly mobilized partisans or special interest groups from 

hijacking engagement processes. Stratified random sampling—random sampling that guarantees the 

representation of certain group members—promotes equity, or a value of equality that is attentive to 

social inequalities (Beauvais 2018). By contrast, self-selected processes promote a value of equality 

that ignores social inequalities and treats all citizens the same, as agents capable of influencing things 

they care about. Processes that rely on self-selection are usually justified by their openness, as well as 

the relative ease with which people who are most interested or most affected by an issue can gain 

representation.  

 

Learning and deliberation 

Many democratic innovations are designed to improve learning and deliberation among 

ordinary citizens, particularly in contrast to the often low-quality of broader public sphere 

deliberation and media/social media bubbles. Learning and deliberation is promoted through a 

variety of different techniques, including giving participants in democratic innovations access to 

relevant information (online or in booklets) about different sides of different policy options, 

connecting participants to members of affected communities to hear their opinions and learn about 

their needs, and by connecting participants to experts, technocrats, and politicians so they can ask 
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questions and hear what elites have to say. Democratic innovations also typically create space for 

deliberation—reciprocal reason-giving—among participants, so they can learn from each other and 

mutually influence one another through the force of the better argument. Some democratic 

innovations also seek to feed higher quality learning and deliberation back into the public sphere, 

such as by holding public roundtables where democratic innovation participants can meet with 

members of the public to explain what they have learned to the broader public. However, strategies 

for effective public feedback are still in their infancy.  

 

Advisory (rather than empowered) decision-making 

Finally, only a very small number of democratic innovations, such as Participatory 

Budgeting, are empowered to make decisions. Most actually existing democratic innovations 

function as advisory supplements to established institutions (much more often to administrative 

than elected) and are not empowered to make binding decisions. For instance, civil servants in a 

municipal government might convene a citizens’ jury or other democratic innovation to gain public 

feedback into local planning decisions. Occasionally, democratic innovations function as advisory 

supplements to broader publics (for instance, prior to a referenda).  

Democracies in the global north have already mitigated many of the problems we have 

outlined by shifting democratic responsiveness to the “governance” parts of political systems in 

ministries and agencies: education and healthcare, infrastructure development, and so on. The 

vanguard in democratic innovation is mostly found outside electoral democracy, among democracy 

advocates, social movements, NGOs, as well as within the administrative structures of government, 

where the business of governing is in constant contact with issue-based constituencies (Warren 

2014, Estulb and Escobar 2019). Most democratic innovations have occurred here, focused on 

specific kinds of policy problems that fall within the remit of policy-defined agencies. The incentives 
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of policy administrators to adopt democratic innovations are often relatively clear: they are 

professionals looking to develop and deliver better public policies to the constituencies defined by 

their areas, and often actively seek to develop policies that constituents view as responsive and 

legitimate. However, if democratic innovations are to have an impact—if they are to deepen 

democracy—they need to interface with the legacy institutions of representative democracy.  Can we 

theorize how to supplement legacy institutions of representative democracy in ways that speak to the 

most powerful democratic stakeholders—elected political elites?  

 

Elected Representatives and Public Engagement 

In the field of democratic innovations, we have tended to overlook this domain, in part, no 

doubt, because we see relatively few innovations. Elected elites tend to be unfriendly toward 

democratic innovations, and distrust those few they are most likely know. These attitudes are at least 

partly selected by the incentive structures related to running for and winning office. According to 

the standard theory of electoral democracy that goes back at least to Madison (1787), there is no 

assumption that those who run for office are altruistic or even publicly minded. Rather, the 

assumption is that elected politicians have self-interests in their careers in much the same way that 

anybody does. An electoral democracy works by distributing bits of power—the vote—to all those 

who have citizenship status within a jurisdiction. When combined with competitive elections, voting 

should incentivize elected officials to attend to their constituents—initially through a campaign, and 

then subsequently through periodically standing for re-election. Of course, many are motivated by 

public service—but we do not want to assume these motivations, particularly as electoral contests 

become increasingly strategic. 

By running successful electoral campaigns, elected politicians tend to view themselves as 

having gained all the democratic legitimacy they need to govern. Elected governments typically claim 
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democratic mandates, and very often turn their gaze inward, to the business of managing political 

relations within or among those parties included in government. They will often view democratic 

innovations as challenges to the legitimacy and decision-making authority they believe they have 

already earned through election. When elected elites do adopt supplementary processes, the 

processes typically fall into the category of constituency service, including responding to letters, 

emails, petitions, or activities on social media, which elected officials and governments view as part 

of the responsiveness necessary for the next election. 

Elected elites may also view citizens with skepticism and may avoid supplementary processes 

that they fear will backfire—for instance, by attracting angry crowds that could embarrass them, 

particularly when they gain media attention. One of the few studies of elected politicians’ perception 

of public input reveals a contradiction between the kind of public input elected elites identify as 

ideal, and the kind of public input they identify as being most practically useful (Hendriks and Lees-

Marshment 2019). When politicians describe ideal processes, they list attributes associated with well-

designed democratic innovations: ideal processes are those that promote thoughtful deliberation 

among diverse group of participants who are open-minded and willing to both speak and listen. 

However, most politicians also say that it is not participatory processes but rather informal, one-on-

one conversations with constituents that tend to be the most useful for garnering public input. This 

contradiction likely stems from the fact that, when elected elites get into trouble, they reach for the 

supplemental tools they know, and make spectacularly bad mistakes. Consider how Brexit, which 

was to have been a tactic to suppress internal dissention with the Conservative Party, has turned into 

the largest self-inflicted wound in modern British history.  

Elected elites are right to view the two “old” devices of citizen input—referendums and 

town hall style meetings—with suspicion. Referendums are easy to manipulate, while town halls too 

often provide opportunities for the well-organized to vent their anger, or become venues where 
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debates become “confined to interest groups rather than the broader public” (Hendriks and Lees-

Marshment 2019, p. 20). While there are many examples of excellent institutional designs that 

promote thoughtful, deliberative engagement, most fall well below the horizons of elected 

representatives. Elected elites are often unfriendly toward democratic innovations and avoid them 

altogether or reach for familiar processes—referendums and townhall meetings—regardless of 

evidence to their effectiveness for addressing democratic deficits. 

Hence the motivation for this paper: Can we think through the relationship between 

democratic deficits and electoral democracy in ways that will allow us to identify elite incentives for 

democratic innovations? And what kinds of democratic innovations are appropriate for the kinds of 

problems that elected elites and bodies need to solve to govern democratically? Our general strategy 

for structuring our problem is sketched in Table 1. 

 

Democratic Deficits and Electoral Incentives 

When we ask what the incentives of elected politicians to adopt democratic innovations 

might look like, we need to formulate the question as to what democratic deficits look like from the 

standpoint of politicians and parties who are, among other things, seeking to win election or re-election. That is, we 

need to specify democratic deficits in the form they take as problems for politicians motivated by electoral 

success. As a general matter, elected politicians will respond to democratic deficits if they appear as 

problems with mobilizing or maintaining their electoral constituencies, and problems of managing 

relationships that bear on electoral success within a party, between parties, or within government. 

We order these as problems of inclusion, collective agenda and will formation, and collective 

decision-making—that is, the problems a political system must solve to count as “democratic,” and 

which, unsolved, produce key kinds of democratic deficits. These problems are not mutually 

exclusive from the standpoint of the elites; when they face challenges prompting them to create 
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more space to address inclusion concerns, this space can enable or naturally pave way for collective 

will formation and facilitate decision-making. Analogously, motives of elites to resort to 

participatory processes to solve issues in the realm of collective will formation also entail motives for 

inclusion. 

 The examples we offer illustrate the theory we are developing and its potential empirical 

relevance of the theory and hence are selected mostly from the pool of democratic innovations that 

took place in consolidated democracies. We occasionally used examples from new democracies as 

they can illustrate some of the most fundamental motivations of elites. For the most part, we used 

Participedia.net as our database, and the marked the cases discussed with their Participedia ID 

number. The cases are indicative rather than exhaustive and they cross-cut the suggested theoretical 

categories. And the most “democratic” instances of innovation will, of course, illustrate more the 

possibilities we develop below, as they will speak to problems of inclusion, collective agenda and will 

formation, and collective decision capacities. 

 

Problems of Inclusion 

Mobilization and constituency formation  

Perhaps the central means for inclusion within electoral democracy is through the 

mobilization of constituencies. Politicians need to continually mobilize their electoral constituencies 

and will sometimes test as to whether there are latent (unorganized) constituencies that can expand 

their base. Elected politicians have traditionally relied on political parties for mobilization, and upon 

social movements that are incorporated into parties, such as the union movement for labour parties, 

or religious congregations for conservative parties. They will continue to do so. However, with 

brokerage parties in decline (and, in some places, collapse), there are opportunities for new ways of 

mobilizing existing constituencies, while expanding mobilization for constituencies that have tended 
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to be excluded. Some kinds of democratic innovations—e.g., Participatory Budgeting where 

management of public money is put to a direct vote for residents—are directly motivated by these 

incentives. Participatory Budgeting is one of the fastest growing democratic innovations in Canada 

and the United States, starting with Toronto Community Housing Project in 2001 and Chicago 

infrastructure project in 2009 respectively (Hagelskamp, et al. 2016a). By giving citizens an insight 

and say into how their tax dollars is spent and increasing transparency, participatory budgeting 

incentives them to be more politically active and such involvement benefit the re-election prospects 

of elected officials (Hagelskamp et al., 2016b).   

In South Korea, the government prompted the local governments to initiate participatory 

budgeting practices by revising the Local Finance Act. The incentives were to monitor populist 

policies, promote greater efficiency in the use of public resources, and enhance fiscal transparency 

(#4368). Other examples of participatory budgeting abound, from the pioneer Porto Alegre, Brazil 

(#5524), to Wuppertal, Germany (#5801), Říčany, Czech Republic (#5802), or Milan, Italy (#5664). 

  Budgeting is only one area where public involvement may be spurred by the elected officials. 

Participatory processes may be also utilized to mobilize otherwise disenchanted publics in broader 

legislative areas. For instance, in 2009, the newly elected Mongolian president, Elbegdorj Tsakhia, 

established “Citizens’ Halls” (#1150) to mobilize politically disengaged citizens, worn by a long-

lasting autocratic regime. This initiative was designed to include citizens in the legislation drafting 

process and is funded directly by the state. The Citizens’ Halls are open to participation of any of the 

citizens, and citizens can voice their opinions via a letter, fax, or an email to the Citizens’ Hall 

website. Even though citizens cannot make proposals for new legislation, they can provide input 

into the proposals put forward by the government. The topics that were presented to the Citizens’ 

Hall ranged from a legislation on press freedom, to financing higher education and scholarships. 
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 Democratic innovations may also be employed for even broader purposes of solidifying 

democratic systems. In Germany, elites have become alarmed by declining voter turnout—

particularly among lower-income and lower-education groups—and by declining levels of support 

for democracy in general. The parliament recently initiated a Citizens’ Assembly process to 

counteract this pattern and to remobilize constituents. Following agenda-setting by regional forums, 

160 randomly selected participants will hear from experts and stakeholders and discuss strategies to 

improve parliamentary democracy. 

 

Demobilizing opposition/managing crisis (failure) through inclusion 

Elected politicians often face organized opposition from social movements, advocacy 

groups, and other kinds of social actors. Such bottom-up processes can emerge in response to 

shared grievances or policy failures. While opposition groups are often seeking to remove a 

representative or elected government in the next election, they may also simply be seeking to have 

their agendas represented and included. Opposition, particularly when it is visible and media savvy, 

can often damage electoral success. Politicians often do not want to cave to opposition, which their 

base may view as weakness or compromised principles. To save face, elected officials may instead 

opt for processes that include all the relevant interests, and enable deliberative give and take, which, 

if successful, can demobilize purely oppositional politics. This is counterpart of the elite concessions 

to threat of rebellion in transitional democracies (Acemoglu and Robinson 2001). In fully 

functioning democracies, the background possibility of opposition can function as a check on the 

process, ensuring that it is not simply “democracy washing” (by analogy to “green washing”), as 

many consultative processes are (McKay and Warren 2018, Fuji Johnson 2015). 

After hurricane Katrina, the city of New Orleans suffered from major infrastructure damage. 

The unsuccessful and insufficient recovery efforts infuriated the public, brought existing racial 
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inequalities to the surface, and led to rising tensions within the communities. The City of New 

Orleans decided to initiate a deliberative process (Community Congress) in effort to come up with a 

recovery plan to appease the tensions and have the community be involved in repairing of the city 

(#78).  

Democratic initiatives can also come to the rescue of elected officials who are held 

responsible from certain crisis. Japanese government faced such a crisis after the Starlink corn 

incident where a genetically modified corn, which was not certified for feed or food, almost 

contaminated Japanese food supply. This crisis prompted the government to sponsor a democratic 

innovation—a consensus conference—for the first time (#542). The resulting consensus 

conference—modelled after the Danish consensus conferences—involved randomly selecting 

participants to deliberate genetically modified food. These kinds of innovations can, ideally, increase 

inclusions while providing elected politicians with new ways to mobilize votes. 

 

Avoiding special interest capture 

Elected politicians often seek to represent broad constituencies, but find that they are heavily 

lobbied by well-organized, but unrepresentative interests—so much so that responding can pose 

electoral threats. Indeed, in the U.S., members of Congress commonly complain that even if they 

seek to more broadly represent their constituents, the well-organized and well-financed interests are 

those that are both constantly present, and which pose electoral dangers should the representative 

stray. Politicians who seek to more directly represent their constituents will often rely on techniques 

like town hall meetings. These can exacerbate inequalities, as it will usually be the well-organized or 

social group members who are empowered by social hierarchies—in the U.S. it tends to be 

wealthier, older, more educated, white people, and men—who show up. There are, however, 

techniques that politicians can use to develop other sources of legitimacy. Mini-public processes—
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which involve randomly selecting participants from a broader population—can enable politicians to 

hear from those who are eligible to vote, but otherwise stay quiet. Importantly, these processes can 

be used as leverage against special interest capture. For instance, the City of Vancouver convened 

the Grandview-Woodland Citizens’ Assembly partly to prevent highly mobilized homeowners from 

steering a neighbourhood planning process (Beauvais 2018, Beauvais & Warren 2018).  

 

Avoiding appearance of corruption or self-dealing 

Democratic innovations can increase transparency and reduce appearances of self-dealing or 

corruption improving an elected government’s reputation and thus electoral chances. For instance, 

in contexts of high corruption—such as an e-participation initiative in Narin ̃o, Colombia—can 

improve a government’s reputation. The department of Narin ̃o in Colombia was hit hardest by the 

conflict between FARC (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia or the Revolutionary Armed Forces of 

Colombia) and the government. The government of Nariño started an online deliberation platform, 

titled, GANA Pienso under the rubric of Open Government Initiative, in 2016 to improve 

communication between the government and the constituents, enhance transparency, and reduce 

perception of corruption. Beyond learning about the inner workings of the government and voicing 

concerns, the online platform also enables users to propose a topic and deliberate on it or simply 

state whether they are in favour of a general topic (#5654). 

There are also certain issues in which politicians are conflicted—notably, over the question 

of electoral reform—where politicians risk reputational costs if they advance self-serving reforms. 

Convening citizens’ assemblies to make proposals for electoral system reform (as has happened in 

British Columbia and Ontario) or voting system reform (such as the Los Angeles Country Voting 

Systems Assessment Process) helps prevent the perception of self-dealing. Participatory budgeting 

offers another example. When participatory budgeting was adopted in Brazil, corruption declined, 
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probably owing to increased budget transparency (ask Mark for citation). In Australia, the Victorian 

Minister for Local Government (in Australia) dismissed the Greater Geelong City Council which 

was fraught with disarray and conflict. The Minister then convened a citizens’ jury tasked with 

proposing reforms to the council ( # 4563). The citizen jury’s practical recommendations were 

heeded by the elected government and passed as a bill in June 2017. 

 

Problems of collective agenda and will-formation 

Hard issues involving values or identity; preference probing 

Issues involving values and identity, particularly those that cut across electoral coalitions, will 

often be avoided by elected politicians and bodies, even if there is popular pressure to act. Under 

these kinds of circumstances, elected politicians should have incentives to hand decisions over to the 

people. Democratic innovations, particularly those that seek to achieve both good representation 

and deliberation, can provide popular cover for hard choices, provide alternatives to normal 

legislative processes, float trial balloons, or to overcome polarizing conflicts (such as the Kuna, 

Idaho Study Circles which addressed controversial school rezoning).  

Sometimes it is unclear to politicians faced with hard issues to discern what their 

constituents want; a well-designed process, such as the standing Irish Citizens’ Assembly, can help 

politicians assume leadership on an issue such as abortion and gay marriage, that they would have 

assumed to be too tough or volatile to tackle. Irish Citizens’ Assembly was founded by the Irish 

parliament, and successfully paved the way for the referendum on these very divisive issues. 

Listening to the both sides of the debate, and spending hours deliberating over the course of 5 

months, the 99 members of the assembly prepared a report, which provided the foundation upon 

which the referendum was built. 
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On a smaller scale, the South Australian government launched a citizens’ jury to tackle with 

the challenge of finding a balance between dealing with alcohol-induced crime while maintaining the 

vibrancy of nightlife in the city of Adelaide (#4364). Elected officials convened a citizens’ jury, and 

43 randomly selected citizens were tasked with coming up with new ideas to ensure a secure and 

active nightlife in the community. Stakeholders provided information to the jury, and jury members 

deliberated amongst themselves. Following deliberations, the jury reached a consensus over seven 

recommendations and presented the local government with a final report. The government made a 

commitment to send these recommendations directly to the parliament who supported almost all 

original proposals. 

Another example of hard issue prompting the government to probe public preferences is 

nuclear disasters. In 2011, the Japanese government commissioned the “Deliberative Poll on Energy 

and Policy Options” in response to public backlash over the earthquake-induced Fukushima Daiichi 

nuclear accident (#731). The deliberative poll was convened not only to probe public opinion, but 

also to manage the crisis, and to avoid special interest capture by power companies. Tokyo Electric, 

Kansai Electric, and seven other electric companies were beneficiaries of the nuclear power plant 

(Kim &Chung, 2017). The discussions in the poll centred around Japan’s dependency and future use 

of nuclear energy. Upon the overwhelming support for zero percent nuclear energy emerging out of 

the poll, Japanese government decided to reduce its nuclear energy use and eliminate it by 2030. 

 

Hard issues involving trade-offs or distributed externalities; preference probing  

Citizens often punish elected politicians for making trade-offs, such as between high taxes 

and good services—which is probably why governments have a higher appetite for debt than taxes. 

Democratic innovations can push the trade-offs onto a representative group of citizens, providing 

politicians with both guidance and political cover for hard choices. For instance, the Oregon 
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Citizen's Initiative Review on Measure 85: Corporate Tax Spending redirects corporate tax “kicker” 

refunds (any tax revenue above the amount forecasted in the budget) to primary education, rather 

than being returned to corporations.  Similarly, in 2015, the City of Calgary, in partnership with the 

Chamber of Commerce and other business associations, convened a citizens’ commission to 

propose recommendations regarding necessary infrastructure and to identify sources of funding 

(Case #: 4606). The crux of the issue was to find alternatives to funding through commercial or 

residential property taxes, which was the main source of funding for the city but was seen as hurting 

businesses. The citizens’ commission comprised of 36 randomly selected participants heard from a 

range of experts (academics, engineers, etc.) and stakeholders to solve this issue involving trade-offs. 

The commission also touched base with the wider public halfway through the process. In the end, 

the citizens’ commission identified a range of revenue-generating recommendations for a sustainable 

infrastructure system. A similar initiative on infrastructure is undertaken by the City of Edmonton 

(#982). 

With complex issues involving trade-offs and externalities, such as climate change, a well-

designed process can help politicians figure out what their constituents would prefer, if citizens 

knew what a compromise would entail, who would pay, and who would benefit. For example, the 

U.K. government undertook public deliberative dialogues in the form of citizen forums across the 

nation as part of its effort to execute major changes to its energy policy for the goal of reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions (#5723). The purpose of the project was to garner public’s views on 

carbon and energy saving and the plans of government towards energy shift.  

 Nuclear energy is another prime example of such hard issues involving trade-offs. Nuclear 

energy can produce electricity with low greenhouse gas emissions and provide a great deal of 

economic benefits. However, nuclear power plants are costly to build,  and—as the Fukushima 

Daiichi nuclear accident illustrates—can have massive costs to the environment and human life if 
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they fail. Being a high stake issue with a “tradeoff worth exploring,” the South Australian 

government organized the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Engagement featuring citizens juries composed of 

350 participants (New Democracy, 2016).6  Rather than dealing with public backlash after a decision 

is made, elected officials are incentivized to incorporate the public into decision-making to enhance 

the legitimacy of the resulting decisions without dealing with the risk of increasing ungovernability 

associated with referenda. 

 

Collective decision capacities 

Public support for hard decisions 

Following from above, when democratic innovations take on and help to resolve hard issues, 

the decision-capacities of elected bodies can be increased. Politicians can increase their electoral 

chances both by visibly taking guidance from a credibly representative body of citizens and avoiding 

blame for hard choices. The Municipal administration in Constance, Germany’s public consultations 

on refugee settlement offer an example of this (#4868). The government proposed creating 

settlements for new refugees in grasslands. Local residents, who used these grasslands as meeting 

points, felt ignored by local policymakers and organized in protest—effectively blocking the 

settlement plans. In order to move policymaking past gridlock, the municipal government organized 

participatory consultations. [Add example of Oregon health decisions.] 

 

Legislative gridlock  

Many electoral and constitutional systems are prone to gridlock, particularly those that 

involve separated powers (the US and most Latin American countries) and/or single member 

 
6 https://www.newdemocracy.com.au/2016/05/20/sa-cj-nuclear-fuel-cycle/ 
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plurality electoral systems (e.g., the U.S., U.K., and Canada). As part of strategic maneuvering 

politicians may seek support to bolster their positions within a party, to bolster popular support for 

a minority government, or seek popular advantage with a separated power system. There are few 

examples of democratic innovations that address this kind of problem, however negative. Brexit, for 

example, was an attempt by David Cameron to resolve a split with the Conservative Party by 

appealing directly to the people with a referendum—a strategy that has and will cause enormous and 

lasting damage to the U.K.  

In some cases, elites may resort to participatory processes after failing in referendum. In 

Colombia, an October 2016 peace proposal between the government and insurgents failed to 

received majority support in a referendum vote. A number of factors—lack of transparency 

surrounding the peace negotiations, low participation in the referendum, and the political divisions 

surrounding the conflict—meant the issue was difficult to solve in the legislature. President Santos 

and his special advisor, Elvira Restrepo, introduced “Atrévete” (“dare to try”), an online deliberative 

platform, in an attempt to unify a divided and distrustful public (Restrepo, 2017). Atrévete provided 

a platform for citizens to communicate and bridge the deep divisions in public opinion. 

 Another example was the proposed Citizens’ Assembly on Climate Change Policy. In 

Australia, the Labour government was unable to move forward on climate change policy due to the 

Liberal-National coalition’s opposition to their proposed Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) to cap 

pollution (#5106). However, the proposal for citizens’ assembly received intense backlash from 

opposition politicians, who effectively managed to frame the proposed assembly as a “cop-out.” 

When the Labour leader subsequently lost her majority she resigned her position and the proposal 

was ultimately abandoned. 
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Ballot initiatives and referendums that constrain governability 

Systems with regular ballot initiatives or sporadic referendums can generate ungovernable 

situations for legislatures and governments. California is an example of the former, Brexit the latter. 

For these kinds of contexts, legislatures have motivations to upgrade these institutions with citizen 

jury kinds of democratic innovations, such as the Citizens Initiative Review in Oregon.  

 

Conclusion 

Increasing global interdependencies mean consolidated electoral democracies are facing increasing 

demands for empowered inclusion, deliberation, and decision-making capacities and yet are 

simultaneous more constrained to meet these demands. Deficits of inclusion and collective agenda 

and will-formation are eroding the legitimacy of representative democracies, making it harder for 

elected politicians to act. By themselves, elections no longer provide the democratic legitimacy 

necessary for democratic governance. Flatlining political trust, policies that are viewed as illegitimate, 

often by majorities of citizens, and even when enacted by elected governments, and the decline of 

mainline brokerage parties are creating openings for populist politicians who promise to directly 

embody “the will of the people.” However, the crisis facing today’s representative democracies does 

not mean the end of democracy. Instead, democratic innovations can be used to supplement 

electoral systems so that they function more democratically, to help restore trust and enhance the 

legitimacy of the elected officials. 

Unfortunately, elected politicians rarely reach for democratic innovations. Elected politicians 

tend to view the elections that bring them to power as providing democratic legitimacy, and their 

experiences with non-electoral engagement with “the people” tend to underwrite a widely shared 

cynicism about people’s capacities to co-govern. On average, elected politicians don’t trust the 

people, because they don’t trust the few alternatives to electoral democracy that they know. 
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Advocates for processes that deepen democracy in the face of increasing democratic deficits 

need to look for the strategic openings within electoral democracy to identify what it would take—

what kinds of democratic innovations—for elected politicians to trust the people. The heart of our 

theoretical contribution has been in elaborating deficits of inclusion, communicative will-formation, 

and collective decision-making from the standpoint of the problems they generate for elected 

politicians and legislatures. Doing so has allowed us to make theoretically grounded inferences as to 

how democratic innovations might address these problems in ways that pull elected representatives 

onside. Our strategy is to theorize the possible incentives of elected representatives generally to 

“democracy,” and specifically to problems they need to solve to remain in office. This theoretical 

move allows us to identify the kind of democratic innovations that both speak to democratic deficits 

while aligning with electoral and legislative incentives. 
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